does
your room
measure up?

1

To start, measure the outline of the room by
measuring the walls, between each corner.

2

Measure anything that sticks out, such as pillars, shadow walls,
pipes, etc. Also make sure to measure the distance between
floor to ceiling, and include any bulkhead dimensions.
Mark all of them carefully on your drawing.

Don’t ever underestimate the importance of an accurate
measurement of your kitchen space – you don’t want to
be left with a new kitchen that doesn’t fit! We can help
you put your mind at rest with our measurement guide
below, or even arrange a professional measure.

3

Measure and draw up any windows or doors, including their
widths, heights and depths of sills or reveals.Very importantly,
make a note of the height of the window from the floor, as
this will indicate if your benchtop is also your windowsill.

4

Check the position of power outlets, light switches, aircon
or security switches. Measure the distance from a corner and
mark it clearly on your drawing. If you are prepared to have
these moved, make a note of where they could go.

5

Last but not least, measure and mark where your water
supply comes in and where the waste is.You’ll need to know
if the waste pipe goes out of the wall or goes straight into
the floor, especially if you’re going to include a dishwasher.

Important:
measure and draw the
position of any doors
or windows.
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showroom locations
CLAREMONT • 1/248 STIRLING HIGHWAY, TEL (08) 9217 6500
joondalup • 52 winton road, tel (08) 9300 0064
jandakot • unit 3/622, Karel Avenue, tel (08) 9395 4200
mandurah • unit 3/24, rouse road, greenfields, tel (08) 9581 6277
midland • unit 4/319, great eastern highway, tel (08) 9274 6111
osborne park • 23 ruse street, tel (08) 9443 7200
Please note: any drawings supplied will be used as a guide only and would need to be followed up
with a site visit to ensure professional measurements are taken before any cabinet making commences.
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